PROJECT CREDITS

the event of a thread
Ann Hamilton
Commissioned by Park Avenue Armory, New York, NY
Wednesday, December 5, 2012 – Sunday, January 6, 2013

Artist: Ann Hamilton
President and Executive Producer: Rebecca Robertson
Curator: Kristy Edmunds
Composer: David Lang
Reader Advisor: Anne Bogart
Vocalist Advisor: Bora Yoon
Writer Advisor: Ann Lauterbach
Engineering: Marty Chafkin, Perfection Electricks
Senior Producer: Michael Lonergan
Technical Director: Phil Hampton
Assistant Technical Director: Jerad Schomer
Lighting Design: Brian Scott

Sound Design: Darron L West and Charles Coes
Artistic Associate: Jamie Boyle
Production Coordinator: Isabel Martin
Pigeon Advisor: Keith Caserta, KC Kennels
Curtain: Rose Brand
Newspaper Printing: Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and Linco Printing
Furniture: Paul Discoe, Joinery Structures
Clothing: Georgene Shelton and The Workshop Residence
House Manager: Courtney Caldwell
Performance Coordinator: Audra Wolowiec
Core Writers: Meg Shevenock, Rena Fogel
Core Readers: SITI Company

ANN HAMILTON STUDIO
Jason Mulhausen, Project Manager
Nicole Gibbs, Archivist & Project Coordinator
Nicole Rome, Office Coordinator & Archive Assistant
Kris Helm, Research & Account Coordinator

RADIO DESIGN AND FABRICATION
Nick Bontrager
Nathaniel Hartman
Austin Stewart
Sage Lewis
Philip Spangler

DOCUMENTATION
James Ewing
Thibault Jeanson
Open Land Films

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
Jenny Fine
Emily Staugaitis

SPECIAL THANKS TO
Tom Coulouris, Rose Brand
Mike Dixon, PIAPTK Recordings
Nancy and Dave Gill
Alan Graves
Ann Hatch, The Workshop Residence
Lewis Hyde
Jay Reichgott, Reichgott Engineering
Yuko Saegusa, Assistant to Kristy Edmunds
Susan Stewart
Braden Weeks Earp, The Workshop Residence
Rob Weber, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Megan Wanlass, SITI Company
Shahrokh Yadegari
Jonathan Amaya
Rachel Craft
Courtney McClellan
Michael Severance
READERS

SITI Company Members
Akiko Aizawa  Tom Nelis
J. Ed Araiza  Barney O’Hanlon
GM Gianino  Elizabeth Wakehouse
Leon Ingulsrud  Megan Wanlass
Ellen Lauren  Stephen Webber
Tina Mitchell

SITI Company Affiliates
Ken Barnett  Eben Hoffer  Ashley Roberts
Kym Bernazky  Beth Ann Hopkins  Makela Spielman
Deborah Black  Virginia Logan  Sonia Villani
Davina Cohen  Donnie Mather  Deb Wallace
Gabel Eiben  Jeremy Pickard  Kim Weild
Al Foote  Sophia Remolde  Brent Werzner

Armory Members
Victoria Behm  Jenn Dees
Kate Bell  Tyler Eccleston-Grimes
Donna Costello  Larry Jackson
Justin Daniel  Maya Turner Singh

WRITERS

Dorothy Alberti  Lynne Cooke  Hawley Hussey  Alexandra Sears
Stephanie Barber  Elizabeth Denton  Bonnie Jones  Laura Sheedy
Alexander Batkin  Kristy Edmund  Alystyre Julian  Meg Shevenock
Laurel Braitman  Kris Grey  Courtney McClellan  Buzz Spector
Sarah Butler  Sara Grossman  Andrew Ondrejca
Jan Castro  Juliet Helmke  Khadijah Queen
Rena Chelouche Fogel  Zachary Holbrook  Sal Randolph
Mark Conway  Christine Hou  Margaret Rorison

VOCALISTS

Bora Yoon  Gregory Davidson  Silvie Jensen  Barbara Rearick
Lisa Bielawa  Helga Davis  Jeffrey Johnson  Allison Sniffin
Theo Bleckmann  Emily Eagen  Elaine Lachica  Kathy Theil
Hai-Ting Chinn  Deborah Feldman  Drew Martin  Amaranta Viera
Eileen Clark  Lauren Flanigan  Thomas McCargar  Carla Wesby
Martha Cluver  Katie Geissinger  Heather Meyer
Margery Dale  Christopher Dylan Herbert  Tami Petty